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Priority PATENT filings

1091 Officially submitted research proposals

122 Number of research agreements partly funded by private partner

161 Number of research agreements entirely funded by private partner

797 Services delivery and subcontracting

10 Created Spin-offs

224 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) titles issued

2022 BUSINESS REVIEW

Nature of IP interventions

- Prior art research: 19%
- Prior art actualisation: 75%
- Mapping - applicants: 1%
- Mapping - technologies: 2%
- Other: 3%

Context of IP interventions

- Calls for projects: 2%
- Invention declarations: 1%
- Research for partnerships: 7%
- Research for licensing: 37%
- Other: 53%

IP interventions by domain

- Agri-food: 1%
- Biotech & Life Sciences: 9%
- Environment & Energy: 32%
- Engineering & Materials: 39%
- Human & Social Sciences: 17%
- Digital Technologies: 2%

TOTAL NUMBER OF IP INTERVENTIONS: 191
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